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SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE 
WITH THE FEDERAL 
TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION

- CTE has a strong and ongoing 
relationship with FTA and is very 
familiar with the agency’s project 
management protocol, quality 
standards of deliverables, and 
expectations of participation. 

- CTE’s well-established credibil-
ity with the federal government 
as a thorough and successful 
project management entity is an 
extremely valuable asset. 

ADDED VALUE

- From component suppliers to 
major vehicle manufacturers and 
community planners, CTE brings 
key players from across the 
advanced transportation indus-
try together to discuss ideas, 
cultivate resources, and share 
expertise. The results of our col-
lective efforts are changing the 
landscape across the transporta-
tion industry. 

- CTE is eager to build upon 
and expand its relationship with 
your organization and, with that 
in mind, has a special interest in 
delivering exceptional and value-
added service to ensure overall 
project success and post-perfor-
mance sustainability. 

- CTE’s typical project manage-
ment fees are 10% or less of total 
project costs, depending upon 
the final scope of work and esti-
mated budgetary constraints. 

The Center for Transportation and the Environment (CTE) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, member-
based organization that brings people together to advance clean, sustainable, innovative 
transportation and energy technologies.

Founded in 1993 as the Southern Coalition for Advanced Transportation, CTE was one of 
the original regional consortia organizations formed under the DARPA Electric and Hybrid 
Electric Vehicle Program.  Over the past 22 years, CTE has managed a $300 million portfolio 
of cost-shared development, demonstration, and commercialization projects focused on a 
broad range of advanced transportation and clean energy technologies in partnership with 
more than 100 businesses, universities, and governmental entities.   

CTE uses a collaborative project management approach based on key principles that have 
emerged from our experience with large, technical, multi-partner grants, contracts, and 
cooperative agreements. These principles include:

-    Establishing and maintaining a high degree of client-staff involvement.
-    Installation of controls to ensure proper tracking of information flow, timely completion
     of tasks and milestones, and excellent quality assurance of products developed.
-    Ensuring access to the most highly qualified and internationally recognized experts as
     team principals and supporting partners.

With our new bicoastal offices, CTE is efficiently serving all of our members across the na-
tion.  In addition to our Washington DC representative, CTE now maintains a Sacramento 
based legislative presence to stay abreast of California transportation and air quality initia-
tives.  Through the years, CTE has cultivated strong relationships with the Department of 
Defense, Department of Energy, Department of Interior, and Department of Transportation, 
as well as the Environmental Protection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, and Federal Railroad Administration among others.

SERVICES 
& QUALIFICATIONS

PRINCIPALS OF THE ORGANIZATION
Eric Sonnichsen, Chairman of the Board, is founder and chair of Test Devices, Inc., a compa-
ny that provides advanced and accurate spin testing for aerospace, aviation, power genera-
tion, energy storage, air handling, automotive, electronics, and medical devices industries.

Dan Raudebaugh, Executive Director, earned a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineer-
ing from Georgia Tech. In 2006, Mr. Raudebaugh was appointed to Georgia’s Energy Policy 
Advisory Council, where he served as an expert on hydrogen and fuel cell technology.  Mr. 
Raudebaugh also provided testimony to the United States Senate as part of the Technology, 
Innovation, and Competitiveness Hearing in June 2006.  Mr. Raudebaugh oversees the man-
agement and proper execution of all of CTE’s projects.  

ATLANTA   •   BERKELEY   •   LOS ANGELES    •   SAINT PAUL
WWW.CTE.TV
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LOW OR NO EMISSION VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT 
PROGRAM (LoNo)

The Federal Transit Administration awarded ten LoNo discretionary 
grants in 2015. CTE partnered with transit agencies to write project 
proposals and will manage three of these projects.   The main pur-
pose of the LoNo program is to deploy the cleanest and most en-
ergy efficient U.S.-made transit buses that have been largely proven 
in testing and demonstrations but are not yet widely deployed in 
transit fleets. 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Active
CTE, in partnership with Massachusetts Bay Transportation Author-
ity (MBTA) is managing the deployment of five battery electric New 
Flyer Xcelsior XE60 heavy-duty, low-floor, 60-foot articulated buses 
and a 450 kW  en route rapid charger.  The team will deploy the 
buses on the Silver Line Bus Rapid Transit System in Boston. The 
new zero-emission buses feature a second powered drive axle that 
will improve performance on ice and snow-covered roads.

Lextran Active
CTE, in partnership with Lextran, the Transit Authority of the 
Lexington Fayette Urban County Government, in Lexington, KY is 
managing a bus replacement project in which five conventionally 
fueled diesel transit buses will be replaced with five 40’ Proterra 
all-electric transit buses. The buses will be charged en route using 
a fast-charging station that, on average, recharges the buses in less 
than 10 minutes. The project will be implemented over a 42-month 
performance period, which includes 18 months of vehicle produc-
tion and charging station development, followed by two years of 
data collection and reporting. Lextran anticipates collecting and 
reporting performance and evaluation data through March 2018 
and operating the buses through 2028.

Duluth Transit Authority Active
CTE has partnered with Duluth Transit Authority (DTA) in Duluth, 
MN and Proterra for this battery electric bus deployment. The team 
will deploy six Proterra 40’ fast charge battery electric buses with 
two en route fast charge stations. CTE will assist DTA in analyz-
ing route data and will work with DTA to determine realistic use 
scenarios, aid in planning for vehicle deployment, and collecting 
and analyzing operational data during the demonstration. One of 
the charging stations will be at DTA’s new multimodal transit hub, 
and the other will be at the University of Minnesota – Duluth. By 
replacing some of the oldest diesel buses in the fleet, DTA is further 
magnifying the air quality impact of the six proposed all-electric 
buses.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

Easier to obtain grant funding through CTE
As a non-profit, CTE may apply directly for many federal 
and state grant opportunities that are not available to 
corporations and small businesses.  We actively seek out 
grant opportunities and notify our members immediatly.

Easier to contract through CTE 
CTE has experience contracting with the Department 
of Energy, Department of Transportation, Department 
of Defense, and many other funding sources.  CTE can 
complete contracting and negotiating quickly.

CTE meets accounting requirements 
CTE’s accounting systems comply with the Federal Acqui-
sition Regulations (FAR) requirements for handling grant 
funding.  CTE has been through pre-award and post-proj-
ect audits with most of the funding agencies listed above.

We write the proposal… for free
CTE covers its development costs by winning propos-
als and managing the resulting projects.  CTE’s project 
management is typically covered by the grant on a cost 
reimbursement basis.  Our costs are often 10% or less of 
the total project cost. 

CTE maintains key relationships in 
Washington and Sacramento
CTE is successful because of relationships with federal 
and state funding agencies based upon a solid history of 
providing excellent service. CTE also has well-established 
credibility with Congress.  CTE has representation in 
Washington DC and Sacramento, CA.  These relation-
ships allow us to help shape legislation that moves the 
clean energy and transportation industries forward. 

Our members
CTE’s network of member corporations, universities, 
national laboratories, and other advanced transportation 
and clean energy stakeholders is wide-reaching and influ-
ential throughout the transportation and energy indus-
tries.  As a result, CTE is recognized by public agencies 
as a valuable, independent partner on projects requiring 
third-party verification and evaluation.

     WHY CTE?

PROJECT PORTFOLIO
The Center for Transportation and the Environment is successfully managing the following sample list of projects organized 
under four active program based categories:  Department of Transportation (DOT), Department of Energy (DOE), California 
Energy Commission (CEC), and Transportation Demand Management (TDM).  Also included are Completed Programs under 
Defense Logistics Agency, Southern Hydrogen & Fuel Cell Coalition, Defense Advance Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
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TRANSIT INVESTMENTS FOR GREENHOUSE GAS 
& ENERGY REDUCTION (TIGGER) & CLEAN FUELS
PROGRAMS 

The Federal Transit Administration provided three rounds of 
discretionary grants to public transit agencies through the Transit 
Investments for Greenhouse Gas and Energy Reduction program, 
also known as TIGGER.  These grants support capital investments 
that will assist in reducing the energy consumption or greenhouse 
gas emissions of public transportation systems. FTA also supports 
similar initiatives through its Clean Fuels program.

CTE partnered with the transit agencies listed below to write pro-
posals for these grant programs.  CTE has helped prepare seven 
winning proposals to date.  

StarMetro   Active
CTE, in partnership with StarMetro transit agency in Tallahassee, 
FL, is managing a bus replacement project in which five conven-
tionally fueled diesel transit buses will be replaced with five 35-
foot composite-body electric transit buses. The project provides 
a unique opportunity to test battery-powered buses in Florida’s 
hot and humid climate.  The buses will be charged en route using 
a fast charging station, allowing the buses to remain in opera-
tion throughout the day.  The project will be implemented over a 
36-month performance period, which includes vehicle production 
and deployment, followed by two years of data collection and re-
porting.  StarMetro will collect and report performance and evalu-
ation data through 2015 and operate the buses through 2022.

Thunder Bay Transit Authority   Active
CTE is managing a pilot project in Alpena, MI to deploy four 
series hybrid electric trolley buses. The four series hybrid buses 
will operate on lithium-iron-phosphate batteries. The four hybrid 
buses will be used on a newly established fixed route system 
within the downtown business/residential area of Alpena. Project 
partners include Double K Inc., Embedded Power Controls, and 
Thunder Bay Transit Authority (TBTA).
  
Long Beach Transit   Active
CTE, in partnership with Long Beach Transit (LBT) in Long Beach, 
CA, is managing a project that will replace conventionally fueled 
diesel transit buses with battery electric transit buses operated 
by LBT. The Zero-Emission Bus Project presents a unique and 
innovative way to produce dramatic reductions in GHG emissions 
generated by bus fleet operations as well as a significant reduc-
tion in energy consumption.

The project will include procurement of battery electric transit 
buses and charging infrastructure, vehicle production and deploy-
ment, and installation of fast and slow charging stations. Deploy-
ment will be followed by two years of data collection and report-
ing.

Howard County   Active
In coordination with Howard County, Howard Research and Devel-
opment Corporation, and the State of Maryland, CTE will replace 
three diesel body-on-chassis vehicles with lightweight, purpose-
built electric buses.  The electric buses will be charged through 
an inductive charger that will be located in downtown Columbia, 
MD.  This project will demonstrate and evaluate the energy ef-
ficiency and cost effectiveness of opportunity charging of electric 
bus batteries.  The non-contact charger will provide energy to the 
batteries through electromagnetic induction. 

An “Energy Information Station” (EIS) will be designed and built 
through a partnership with the University of Maryland and the 
Howard Community College.  The EIS will provide real-time 
information on the charging process, including the recording of 
emission reductions and cost savings.  The EIS and a state-of-the-
art Transit Shelter will be located adjacent to the charging system 
in the Downtown Transit hub.

The electric buses will operate on the “Green” route, which serves 
the Columbia Mall, the Village of Wilde Lake, the Howard Com-
munity College, and the Howard County General Hospital.

VIA Metropolitan Transit   Active
CTE and the University of Texas Center for Electromechanics 
(CEM) collaborated with VIA in San Antonio, TX to secure funding 
for a pilot project that will replace three standard diesel transit 
buses with three composite-body, zero-emission, quick charge 
electric buses in daily urban transit service. Considering that a 
conventional 40-foot diesel bus averages 3.8 mpg and current 
diesel-electric hybrid buses average 4.8 mpg, the transit buses 
identified in this proposal offer a minimum of 400% increase in 
fuel economy.

VIA will use a 100% renewable energy source for the battery quick 
charge infrastructure at the transit terminal.  The infrastructure 
will be used to recharge the batteries of the buses once per 
route cycle.  Grid sourced electrical energy used to recharge the 
bus batteries shall be augmented with solar energy collected by 
solar panels procured and installed under this project.  All of the 
grid electricity consumed by VIA is currently generated by wind 
turbines. 

Seneca   Active
CTE, in partnership with Clemson Area Transit in Seneca, SC, is 
managing a bus replacement project in which four convention-
ally fueled diesel transit buses will be replaced with four 35-foot 
Fast Charge Battery Electric transit buses, operating as a fare-
free service in Seneca, SC.  Seneca’s transit fleet is operated by 
Clemson Area Transit (CAT), the largest public fare-free transit 
service in the U.S., serving an estimated two million passengers 
per year.  Deploying zero-emission all-electric buses provides a 
unique opportunity for FTA to demonstrate the viability of these 
technologies to reduce energy consumption and emissions and to 
establish the nation’s first transit system with no carbon footprint.  
The project includes vehicle production, testing, and deployment 
followed by two years of data collection and reporting. 

Worcester Clean Fuels Project   Active
CTE is managing a project in Worcester, MA to replace three 
diesel transit buses with three zero-emission all-electric buses. 
Worcester Regional Transit Authority (WRTA) will use Proterra’s 
EcoRide BE-35 Fast Charge Battery Electric transit buses, which 
are purpose built for high efficiency electric drive performance. 
WRTA expects to reduce annual petroleum consumption by more 
than 23,000 gallons, resulting in an estimated reduction of 53 
tons of greenhouse gas emissions. The project will be funded by 
the Federal Transit Administration under the Clean Fuels Grant 
Program, which aims to assist non-attainment and maintenance 
areas in achieving or maintaining the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards for ozone and carbon monoxide.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
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NATIONAL FUEL CELL BUS TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Proterra Next Generation Fuel Cell Bus Demonstration   Active
CTE is working with Proterra to design and build a new, state-of-
the-art fuel cell bus to be demonstrated in Austin, TX. The bus will 
be operated by Capital Metro in Austin for one year, and will then 
be moved to Washington D.C. to be demonstrated by the District 
Department of Transportation for an additional year.

The bus will feature two HD30 fuel cell modules, made by  Hy-
drogenics, with a DC/DC converter attached to each module. 
Proterra will use its current production electric bus platform de-
sign and add the range extending fuel cell system. Total available 
power will be twice that of Proterra’s first generation fuel cell bus 
architecture.  

Birmingham Fuel Cell Bus Demonstration   Active
CTE is managing a fuel cell electric bus demonstration in Birming-
ham, AL in partnership with Birmingham-Jefferson County Transit 
Authority (MAX).  Embedded Power Control will provide systems 
integration and design on the EVAmerica 30-foot bus platform. 
The advanced battery dominant fuel cell electric transit bus will be 
demonstrated in regular revenue service for two years. Hydrogen 
fueling infrastructure will be installed by Air Liquide at the MAX 
maintenance facility to support the bus during the two-year dem-
onstration.  This demonstration program leverages funding from 
both this NFCBP award and funding through the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) to provide hydrogen infrastructure, 
hydrogen fuel and independent pre-delivery bus testing.

Coordination of Communications and Outreach   Active
CTE is coordinating complementary information gathering and 
outreach activities designed to maintain and increase awareness 
on the state of fuel cell transit bus commercialization. CTE was 
awarded continuation funding to carry forward these activities 
through 2016.  CTE will complete the following tasks:
• Lead an industry review of risk management in zero-emission 

bus procurement 
• Develop and manage the International Fuel Cell Bus Website: 

www.gofuelcellbus.com
• Develop and distribute fuel cell bus informational kits
• Facilitate National and International Fuel Cell Bus Workshops

AC Transit Fuel Cell Bus Fleet Extended Operations    Active
CTE will manage an award supporting the continued operation 
of AC Transit’s 12 fuel cell bus fleet through 2016.  The grant pro-
vides extended support for warranties that began expiring in Au-
gust of 2013.  The AC Transit fuel cell bus fleet entered operation 
in 2010 and as of December 2014 has accumulated 110,832 fuel 
cell hours over 969,145 miles. The fuel cell buses have provided 
an 83% increase in the fuel economy over the control diesel fleet. 
This grant will allow these buses to continue to operate for a total 
of six years of continuous demonstration, providing critical opera-
tional and maintenance cost data on performance over time, and 
fuel cell, battery and drive system durability.

Tompkins Consolidated Area Transit Fuel Cell Bus    Active
CTE, in partnership with Tompkins Consolidated Area Transit in 
Central New York, will build an ElDorado-BAE Systems “All Ameri-
can” fuel cell bus and demonstrate the technology in on-road 
service. The pre-production heavy-duty urban transit bus features 
a Ballard Power Systems FCvelocity-HD7 fuel cell and BAE Sys-

tems propulsion system. As part of the project, Cornell University’s 
School of Business will conduct a commercialization study for 
larger scale deployments.

Fuel Cell Bus Modeling and Simulation    Active
OSU Center for Automotive Research (CAR) will develop a fuel 
cell bus simulation model, which will assess performance and 
energy use and develop energy management and control algo-
rithms. OSU CAR will also conduct battery testing, electrical and 
thermal model development, validation, and battery aging. This 
program provides important predictive modeling results aligned 
with real life operational data.

Proterra Prototype Fuel Cell Hybrid Bus   Complete
In 2006, CTE was selected to collaborate with FTA and a consor-
tium of public and private entities on the design and build of a 
cutting edge fuel cell hybrid bus and a technology demonstration 
in a variety of service modes and climates. The project began 
with the goal of designing a safe, reliable, and efficient battery 
dominant fuel cell hybrid transit bus, designed to utilize advanced 
manufacturing and electric drive technology while doubling the 
fuel efficiency of a typical transit bus. Proterra achieved these 
design goals through a lightweight composite-body and highly 
efficient electric drive technologies while also designing for 
future maintainability and low operating costs. To help ensure a 
safe demonstration program, CTE coordinated a comprehensive 
System Safety Plan documenting safety features, training, and a 
program-level hazard analysis. 

The bus was demonstrated in transit service in Columbia, SC, in 
collaboration with the Central Midlands Regional Transit Authority 
and the University of South Carolina. Following the demonstration 
in Columbia, the bus transitioned to Austin, TX, where it provided 
a year of transit service with Capital Metro.  Fueling infrastructure 
for the Austin demonstration was provided through a collabora-
tive effort with The University of Texas at Austin.

Austin Demonstration Enhancements   Complete
As a continuation of the fuel cell bus demonstration in Columbia, 
SC, CTE coordinated an additional demonstration for Proterra’s 
first fuel cell hybrid bus in Austin, TX.

Worldwide Fuel Cell Bus Survey   Complete
CTE has completed a Report on Worldwide Hydrogen Bus Dem-
onstrations as part of the National Fuel Cell Bus Program.  This 
project was initiated in order to maximize the benefit of recent 
fuel cell bus demonstrations.  The report gathers information 
on these demonstrations in one place and presents trends and 
broader implications for commercialization efforts. As part of this 
effort, CTE conducted a rider survey to highlight the added value 
clean transportation technology brings to the bus industry.  The 
Worldwide Report assists policy makers and industry leaders as 
they focus their resources and make informed decisions about 
future fuel cell bus investments.

Columbia Hydrogen Fueling Station   Complete 
CTE, in partnership with the University of South Carolina – City of 
Columbia Fuel Cell Collaborative, South Carolina Research Au-
thority (SCRA), Gas Technology Institute (GTI), EngenuitySC, and 
others, completed a project to install and commission a hydrogen 
fueling station in downtown Columbia.  The station went on line  
in March 2009.
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BUS EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENTS RESEARCH 
DEMONSTRATIONS

Waste Heat Recovery at LYNX    Active
CTE is partnering with Hi-Z, International Trade Bridge, Energy 
Florida, and LYNX Transit in Orlando, FL to develop and dem-
onstrate a thermoelectric generator that will be used to provide 
supplemental power and reduce the amount of power required 
from the alternator during operation. Florida Solar Energy Center 
will conduct a third party evaluation during demonstration to 
assess the quality and efficiency of the thermoelectric genera-
tor. The project will apply this technology initially developed for 
spacecraft and transition this work to transit systems with a waste 
heat recovery system that is expected to generate 1000W of 24V 
power to support bus systems, utilizing energy that will otherwise 
literally be sent out the tail pipe. Earlier versions of the proposed 
system have been demonstrated on automotive, military vehicle, 
and diesel truck uses.

Reduced Engine Idle Load (REIL) System    Active
CTE, in partnership with the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit 
Authority (MARTA), was selected to develop and demonstrate a 
BAE Systems prototype Reduced Engine Idle Load System. This 
first-of-its-kind effort will bring a multimode, electric accessory 
‘power plant’ to market. The system creates fuel economy and 
emission reduction benefits by reducing the power responsibili-
ties of conventional bus power plants (diesel and CNG). 

UTA Paratransit Reduced Idling System    Active
CTE will partner with Utah Transit Authority (UTA) to develop and 
demonstrate a system that will eliminate or reduce idling during 
paratransit passenger loading operations, lowering operating 
costs, reducing energy usage, and improving air quality. Univer-
sity of Texas Center for Electromechanics (CEM), TWA, and the 
University of Utah, among others, will be assisting CTE and UTA in 
the project. 

Fuel Cell Hybrid Electric Delivery Van Deployment   Active
CTE and UPS have joined to develop a zero-emission fuel cell 
hybrid electric delivery van as part of the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) investment to commercialize cost effective hydrogen 
technologies.  In partnership with Hydrogenics USA, University of 
Texas Center for Electromechanics (CEM), Unique Electric Solu-
tions (USL), Valence Technology, and UPS, the project team will 
retrofit 17 delivery vans with fuel cell hybrid powertrains and test 
these vehicles at distribution facilities across California. This proj-
ect is also supported by the California Energy Commission.

Houston-Galveston Zero-Emission 
Delivery Vehicle Demonstration    Active
The Houston-Galveston Area Council and CTE have partnered to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of all-electric vehicles for the trans-
portation of manufactured goods and products. The goal of the 
project is to determine if these vehicles can perform at the same 
level of operation as similarly sized diesel delivery vehicles, while 
reducing vehicle emissions and petroleum consumption.

The project will deploy 30 medium- and heavy-duty all-electric 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY  

ADDITIONAL DOT PROJECTS

CTTRANSIT Fuel Cell Bus Standard Procurement   Active
CTE completed the first procurement of a fuel cell bus under a 
standard RFP process with  Connecticut Transit (CTTRANSIT).  
CTE will deliver a 40ft heavy-duty transit bus in partnership with 
ElDorado National, BAE Systems, and Ballard Power Systems.  
This procurement represents a significant step towards commer-
cialization for the fuel cell bus industry.Typically fuel cell buses 
have been procured and built under various federally funded 
research programs, most notably the Federal Transit Administra-
tion’s National Fuel Cell Bus Program (NFCBP).   The fuel cell 
bus, based on the SunLine “All American” configuration, utilizes 
an ElDorado National heavy-duty urban transit bus glider with a 
Ballard FCvelocity-HD6 fuel cell power module and BAE Systems’ 
HybriDrive® propulsion system. BAE Systems will be responsible 
for systems integration.  

Flint MTA Fuel Cell Bus Standard Procurement    Active
CTE, in partnership with ElDorado National, BAE Systems, and 
Ballard Power will deliver an American made 40’ low floor hy-
drogen fuel cell transit bus to the Mass Transportation Author-
ity (MTA) in Flint, Michigan. This is the second US fuel cell bus 
procured through standard procurement methods.  The bus will 
offer an average range of 260 miles at an average fuel economy of 
7 miles per diesel gallon equivalent, doubling the fuel economy of 
conventional transit buses.

Cobb Community Transit Zero-Emission Circulator     Active
CTE will conduct a Route & Technology Analysis based on battery 
electric buses for the planned Cumberland Circulator, which will 
serve existing commercial, retail, and residential development.  
The deliverable resulting from this scope of work will include a 
recommendation on the types of electric bus technology suitable 
for operation on the Cumberland Circulator, cost estimates for 
electricity to operate the electric circulator, a list of bus manufac-
turers currently supplying the recommended technology, and a list 
of transit agencies currently operating or purchasing the recom-
mended technology.

INNOVATIVE SAFETY, RESILIENCY, AND ALL-HAZARDS 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND RECOVERY RESEARCH 
DEMONSTRATIONS

Bus Exportable Power Supply for Emergency Response  Active
CTE has partnered with University of Texas Center for Electrome-
chanics (CEM) and Hagerty Consulting to develop a Bus Export-
able Power Supply (BEPS) System that will give hybrid buses the 

capability to act as on-demand, mobile, electrical-power genera-
tors. This technology will be especially useful in emergency disas-
ter response and recovery, when traditional power supplies are 
not reliable. The project team is responsible for system design, 
demonstration, and a documented recommended methodology 
for implementation in real-world applications. 
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delivery trucks in the Houston-Galveston-Brazoria NAAQS 8-hour 
ozone non-attainment area. The project vehicles will be dem-
onstrated by selected fleet operators in the Houston-Galveston 
region. As part of deployment, CTE will model the vehicles and 
routes, then validate the routes once vehicles are delivered. The 
project will include two years of operational data collection and 
reporting.

San Pedro Bay Ports Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV) Demon-
stration Project    Active 
CTE joins a team led by the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District in a project to demonstrate and deploy zero-emission 
drayage trucks for goods movement between the ports and near 
dock facilities that can significantly reduce emissions and become 
economically viable. 

This project is a critical component of the wider San Pedro 
Bay Ports Zero-Emission Cargo Transportation program (ZECT 
program) in which five FCEVs will be demonstrated with a range 
of fuel cell sizes and battery capacities. CTE is working with BAE 
Systems, Ballard, Kenworth Trucks, World CNG, and TTSI to de-
velop and deploy one of the vehicles. These advanced technology 
trucks will operate along major drayage truck corridors including 
the Terminal Island Freeway, a primary corridor for port cargo 
travelling between Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach 
terminals and the Intermodal Container Transfer Facility.

Lightweight Comformable Hydrogen Storage System   Active
CTE, along with High Energy Coil Reservoirs, LLC and University 
of Texas Center for Electromechanics (CEM) will develop and 
demonstrate a conformable, lightweight 700 bar gaseous hydro-
gen storage system through funding received from the DOE Fuel 
Cell Technologies Office Incubator Program. The HECR core tech-
nology is an extruded pressure vessel with a continuous support 
structure woven over the core liner. This project will adapt this for 
hydrogen storage by identifying a plastic liner compatible with hy-
drogen, and developing a pressure containment design to meet 
the requirements of 700 bar gaseous storage. The first phase will 
develop a proof-of-concept test vessel, and the second phase will 
scale this up to store approximately 1 kg of hydrogen at 700 bar.

Clean Cities–Georgia   Active
CTE supports the Clean Cities–Georgia coalition through 
management of a portion of the coalition’s administrative and 
accounting work. This effort includes submission of Quarterly 
Alternative Fuel Price Reports for the state to DOE, completion 
of DOE’s Annual Clean Cities Coalition Questionnaire, recording 
of the bi-monthly coalition Board meeting minutes, and man-
agement of the organization’s accounting procedures. CTE has 
performed similar work for Clean Cities-Georgia since 2003.

Southeast Regional Alternative Fuels 
Market Initiatives Program   Complete 
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Clean Cities Initiative 
selected CTE to lead a project that facilitated the deployment 
of alternative fuel vehicles in a four state region in the southeast 
(Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina, and Tennessee). 

The CTE led team assessed regulations and/or policies associ-
ated with the use of alternative fuel vehicles. In addition, the team 
conducted workshops to assess barriers that inhibit the adoption 
of alternative fuel vehicles. The program consisted of the devel-
opment and distribution of a series of comprehensive workbooks 
that will serve as a guide to alternative fuel vehicle deployment 
readiness. 

The project, one of 20 selected for funding by DOE, represents a 
collaboration between CTE, Clean Cities-Georgia, the Alabama 
Clean Fuels Coalition, Palmetto State Clean Fuels, East Tennessee 
Clean Fuels Coalition, Middle Tennessee Clean Fuels Coalition, 
and West Tennessee Clean Cities Coalition, and supported DOE’s 
goal of deploying alternative fuel vehicles across the nation.

Southeast Regional EV Readiness Planning Program   Com-
plete
This program forecasted the demand for EVs and the distribu-
tion of charging infrastructure in the tri-state region (Georgia, 
Alabama, and South Carolina), as well as assessed the potential 
impact of EVs on the electrical grid. The project team conducted 
workshops on the local, state, and regional level to create an 
understanding of the barriers to EV deployment and develop 
solutions. The program consisted of the development and 
distribution of a comprehensive workbook to assist communities 
with EV readiness and to educate stakeholders on their role in 
supporting EV readiness. Upon completion of the workshops and 
workbook, the project team organized three conferences in each 
of the states within the tri-state region to promote EV readiness 
and introduce the workbook. Lastly, the project team worked with 
several communities in the tri-state region to assess their level of 
EV Readiness using the Plug-In Electric Vehicle Community Readi-
ness Scorecard developed for DOE’s Clean Cities Initiative.

DeKalb County/Metropolitan Atlanta Alternative Fuel  
and Advanced Vehicle Project   Complete
CTE, in partnership with the Clean Cities-Georgia Coalition, man-
aged this program funded by DOE.  The goal of this program was 
to expand the use of alternative fuels and advanced technology 
vehicles in the metropolitan Atlanta region.  Deemed a non-at-
tainment area for ozone (including its precursors nitrogen oxides 
[NOx] and volatile organic compounds [VOCs]) and particulate 
matter (PM2.5) by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the 
region will benefit greatly from the lower emission alternative fuels 
and vehicles. 

The program had three primary components:  First, to expand the 
supply of alternative fuels by implementing a facility to convert 
landfill gas (LFG) to compressed natural gas (CNG) at a DeKalb 
County landfill; second, to increase the availability of alternative 
fuels by implementing six, public-access, CNG fueling stations in 
the metropolitan Atlanta region; and third, to reduce the demand 
for petroleum by deploying 200 CNG, diesel hybrid, and hydrau-
lic hybrid vehicles, for a variety of functions including passenger 
shuttles, sanitation, and freight delivery, in the fleets of a number 
of public and corporate entities.

Flywheel Energy Storage and Conservation   Complete
CTE, in partnership with Test Devices, Inc., (TDI), managed a 
project to develop and test a prototype flywheel-based energy 
recovery and storage system.  TDI is a Massachusetts corpora-
tion engaged in the testing of jet engine and power generation 
turbines, specifically “Disk Fatigue Life Testing”.  This testing 
uses a great deal of electrical power for long periods of time.  In 
2007, the company consumed 3,498,500 kWh of electricity in their 
operations, equivalent to the electricity use of 328 households.

Working with CTE, TDI developed prototype energy storage 
technology and equipment at its facilities to capture and reuse 
the energy necessary for the company’s core process.  
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Northern California Advanced Vehicle Technologies Program 
(NorthCAT)    Active
CTE has partnered with University of California-Berkeley Trans-
portation Sustainability Research Center (TSRC) and seven 
other organizations to develop a Northern California Center for 
Alternative Transportation Fuels and Advanced Vehicle Technolo-
gies (NorthCAT). The NorthCAT team will develop the physical 
space and institutional arrangements (the “infrastructure”) for the 
education, training, demonstration, and full-scale deployment of 
alternative transportation fuels and advanced vehicle technolo-
gies in the Northern California region. Separately funded efforts 
will be added starting in 2014, creating a suite of activities that 
offer clients education, training, project facilitation, and project 
pilot/deployment/evaluation services.

Project partners include:
• University of California–Berkeley Institute of Transportation 

Studies, Richmond Field Station (RFS) in Richmond, CA
• Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in Berkeley, 

CA;
• Schatz Energy Research Center at Humboldt State University 

(HSU) in Arcata, CA;

• Prospect Silicon Valley (ProspectSV) center in San Jose, CA;
• Bevilacqua-Knight Inc./California Fuel Cell Partnership (BKi 

and CaFCP) in Sacramento, CA;
• Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD); and
• CalCharge consortium

Public Hydrogen Fueling Stations    Active
CTE is working with various project teams to install six hydrogen 
stations at strategic locations in California.  CTE will work with 
Linde, First Element, and Air Products at different station sites 
and will assist with project management and outreach tasks.  The 
awards are part of a $46.6 million funding program the California 
Energy Commission (CEC) has committed to expand the retail 
hydrogen fueling infrastructure within the state.  In total CEC will 
add 13 new hydrogen fueling locations in Northern California and 
15 in Southern California through this program. 

* Of note CEC is also providing financial support to CTE’s Fuel 
Cell Hybrid Electric Delivery Van Project (see page 4) in cost 
match to US DOE grant funds. SCAQMD is also providing match 
for this project.

CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) provides alternatives 
to driving alone and includes a broad range of strategies such 
as carpooling, vanpooling, and public transit as well as encour-
age use of non-motorized travel such as biking or walking. TDM 
is used in many communities and regions to help manage the 
demand for, and improve the performance and efficiency of, their 
transportation systems. CTE has nationally recognized expertise in 
developing and evaluating TDM strategies that have measurable 
results including, but not limited to: 
• Calculating the qualitative and quantitative impacts of pro-

gram areas such as media/marketing campaigns, employer 
and commuter outreach services, and regional programs and 
services 

• Establishing consistent regional evaluation protocols and 
reporting procedures 

• Developing and implementing structured evaluation plans 
including enhanced data collection tools, methodologies, 
and performance measures resulting in more rigorous and 
inclusive assessment of TDM effectiveness 

GDOT Measurement and Evaluation   Active
Since 1999, CTE has led the Georgia Department of Transporta-
tion’s (GDOT) measurement and evaluation of TDM programs 
in the Atlanta region. CTE, along with a national team of TDM 
experts, has provided recommendations to assist GDOT program 
managers and other TDM decision-makers in the region in making 
appropriate decisions for funding, program focus, and resource 
allocations. CTE’s expertise in the measurement and evaluation 
of TDM program is nationally recognized and the GDOT evalua-
tion program is an acknowledged leader in the practices of TDM 
evaluation, policy development, and implementation. 

Georgia Commute Options-TDM Evaluation Support    Active
Georgia Commute Options, sponsored by GDOT, is the regional 
TDM program in Atlanta. It offers free services to educate com-
muters and employers on alternatives to driving alone to reduce 
traffic and improve air quality.  CTE provides programmatic sup-
port to the Georgia Commute Options contractor, HNTB. These 
activities include strategic direction, conduct national research 
and best practices on topics defined by HNTB, develop perfor-
mance metrics to assess a variety of measures related to com-
muter, employer and property manager participation in commute 
alternatives and assistance programs, evaluation of new and/or 
changes to components within the regional incentive programs, 
and assist in the development of pilot projects to test improve-
ments to incentive programs and/or marketing campaigns and 
evaluate their effectiveness.

GDOT Branding   Complete
As part of the GDOT Measurement and Evaluation Program, 
CTE led an effort to explore the benefits of developing a single 
brand identity for the statewide Commute Options/TDM activities 
supported by GDOT. CTE conducted a review of national TDM 
brands and programs and developed an inclusive statewide ap-
proach to evaluate Georgia’s existing TDM brand and test other 
potential brand names for the program. The ultimate goal of the 
statewide branding effort was to identify a brand that most ef-
fectively promotes awareness of the TDM programs as well as the 
services available, resulting in more commuters choosing to take 
action by using a commute alternative.

Evaluation of Triangle J TDM Programs   Complete
CTE led an effort to develop recommendations for a strategy to 
evaluate TDM activities for the Triangle J Council of Governments 
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(TJCOG) in the Triangle Region of North Carolina. The project 
achieved three broad objectives: 1) conducted an in-depth analy-
sis to estimate the impacts of existing programs; 2) recommended 
TDM service enhancements; and 3) developed an evaluation 
methodology for TJCOG to estimate impacts of TDM programs in 
the future.

Arizona Statewide Rideshare & Vanpool Program   Complete
CTE assisted the Arizona Department of Transportation’s Trans-
portation Research Center in investigating the potential for a 
statewide ridesharing and vanpool program for Arizona. The 
product of the research was an implementation plan that included 
key corridors, start-up considerations, staffing, and operational 
guidelines, as well as funding options for capitalizing the state-
wide program. 

Association for Commuter Transportation   Complete
From June 2004-June 2007, CTE provided management services 
to the Association for Commuter Transportation (ACT), a grow-
ing, 850-member association of organizations and individuals who 
share in the commitment to develop balanced, effective trans-
portation systems around the country. ACT’s primary mission is to 
reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality by encouraging 
the use of, and educating the public about, alternatives to solo 
commuting. 

Missoula (Montana) in Motion   Complete
CTE was part of a project team to provide TDM strategic plan
ning, program evaluation, and assessment services to the Missou-
la in Motion TDM Project in Missoula, Montana. The work focused 
on inventorying and assessing program participation, perfor-
mance, and progress and culminated in a five-year strategic plan. 
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The following projects were part of a series of pilot projects to 
demonstrate the economic, operational, and environmental 
benefits of powering material handling equipment with fuel cells. 
The projects provided the Department of Defense (DOD) with the 
technical and business case data necessary to achieve its Energy 
Policy Act (EPAct 2005) objectives.

DDJC Hydrogen Fuel Cell Pilot Program   
CTE managed the development of a hydrogen pilot program at 
the Defense Depot San Joaquin (DDJC), in Tracy, CA. The project 
included 20 hydrogen powered forklifts, using Plug Power Gen-
Drive™ fuel cells, for warehousing activities and a proton on-site 
electrolysis-based hydrogen generation system.  

Fort Lewis Hydrogen Fuel Cell Pilot Program   
CTE provided a turnkey hydrogen and fuel cell demonstration 
project at the U.S. Army’s Forces Command at Joint Base Lewis-
McChord in Tacoma, WA. The project included the key elements 
of a clean hydrogen energy cycle including recovery and clean 

up of wastewater treatment plant digester gas that was used to 
produce hydrogen from reformation, hydrogen storage, transport, 
and dispensing, and demonstration of 19 fuel cell powered elec-
tric forklifts and one fuel cell powered shuttle bus.

Extended Range Hydrogen Utility Vehicle   
CTE led a two-phase project to identify and apply novel on-board 
hydrogen storage materials, processes, and power system designs 
to extend the operating range of electric utility vehicles. The team 
was selected to build, test, and demonstrate the vehicles through-
out a 12-month pilot period.

Hybrid Hydrogen Yard Tractor   
CTE identified novel on-board hydrogen storage materials, pro-
cesses, and power system designs to extend the operating range 
of hydrogen yard tractors. The team conducted an engineering 
design analysis to identify and compare potential hydrogen stor-
age technologies, such as metal hydrides, adsorbents, chemical 
hydrides and physical storage for use on a fuel cell yard tractor. 

COMPLETED PROGRAMS

Outlined below are a variety of research and technology development projects completed as part of ground-breaking programs that 
paved the way for new technologies.  CTE provided project management and support, and helped build relationships that are still 
thriving today.  For more information on the projects listed, please visit our website (www.cte.tv), or contact us directly. 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY

The Southern Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Coalition (SHFCC) was a 
funding mechanism by which CTE provided  seed funding to hy-
drogen-based projects in the early stages of technology develop-
ment and deployment.  Seed funding is typically used to carry out 
the initial stages of a project, validate a concept, or deploy/en-
able an early market application. To those ends, projects included 
data collection, surveying, market analysis, modeling, simulation, 
strategic planning, and/or equipment purchase.  

These projects included:
-  UT–CEM/Williams Hybrid Power Flywheel 

-  Vehicle Modeling and Simulation  
-  Texas DOT Strategic Plan for Hydrogen Vehicles 
   and Fueling Stations  
-  UAB Fuel Cell Bus Program Development 
-  Georgetown University Next Generation Bus 
-  Fuel Cell Lift Truck Demonstration 
-  University of Texas Flex-Fuel HICE Hybrid Shuttle Bus 
-  Alternative Fueling Feasibility at the San Antonio Airport
-  Preliminary Flywheel Design for Fuel Cell Transit Bus 
-  Atlantic Station Fuel Cell Power Plan 
-  CARTA Fuel Cell Bus Demonstration - Data Collection

SOUTHERN HYDROGEN & FUEL CELL COALITION

DARPA ELECTRIC & HYBRID VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES

To serve the evolving needs of our national defense, Congress 
created the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Technologies (EHV) 
Program in 1992.  Under creative management by the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the Department 
of Defense (DOD), the EHV program competitively selected seven 
regional advanced transportation technology consortia. The 
consortia organized industry teams to recommend and develop 
technology solutions, provide additional project management, 
and ensure that participants would share the cost of developing 
and implementing advanced vehicle technologies. This fast-
tracked partnership initiated over 300 projects with 450 organiza-
tions.  The following is a sample of the projects developed by CTE 
and its members:

-  Flywheel Safety and Containment Systems
-  Flywheel Integration on Advanced Technology Transit Bus 
-  Advanced Locomotive Propulsion System (ALPS)
-  Accelerated Fleet Integration of Medium and Heavy Duty EV/
   HEV Technologies
-  Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge
-  Fast Charge Evaluation of Electric Ground Support Equipment 
   at Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport
-  Integrated EV/HEV Drive System
-  Advanced Battery Charge Management System
-  Hybrid Electric HMMWV Development
-  Advanced Hybrid Electric HMMWV
-  Hybrid Electric HMMWV Auxiliary Power Unit and Laser
-  100kW Brushless Permanent Magnet Traction Drive
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

National Clean Diesel Campaign   
CTE partnered with Delta Air Lines to reduce diesel emissions at 
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport by repowering 
diesel ground support equipment (GSE) to all-electric units. The 
team retrofit 11 container loaders and 24 belt loaders by replacing 
the diesel engine, transmission, and cooling systems with battery 
packs, electric drive motors, and electric control systems.

The deployed zero-emission GSE further demonstrated the city’s, 
the airport’s, and Delta’s commitment to sustainability and emis-
sions reduction. The project was implemented over a 24-month 
performance period, which included one year of equipment instal-
lation, followed by one year of data collection and reporting.

EPA Emerging Technology Verification   
CTE, in partnership with Truck Emission Control Technologies, 
Inc., (TECT) managed a project that tested the performance of 
diesel emissions reduction technology on truck fleets in San An-
tonio, TX, and Indianapolis, IN. This project was funded through 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s Emerging Technologies 
Program and was based on products developed by TECT, a devel-
oper and manufacturer of particulate control technology located 
in Anderson, IN. The Texas Diesel Testing and Research Center 
at the University of Houston was selected to perform laboratory 
emission testing for the validation of the new technology in real-
world applications. 


